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It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October in Dodge. This topic is for those who
are experiencing difficulties with their Dodge Caravan. October Hi I replaced two connectors
that attach to the speed sensors on my 93 caravan tranny using the kit for that purpose from
Chrysler. It appears to have helped the frequency that the limp mode occurs, but it still does
occur. I might have another loose wire in the miles of wiring in the vehicle. It is odd but I noticed
that going thru a turn at speed seems to cause the problem. I don't want to sell or trade before I
fix it. Hello, I have a Plymouth Voyager and I am having transmission problems. When I slip it
into reverse, it goes forward, when I slip it into neutral, it also goes forward. Now does this
sound like a problem with the linkage or do I need to purchase a new transmission? Could
somebody help me with this please Cheers. The unfortunate tradeoff has been that the quality
level of the station wagon sedan from Toyota and Honda do not compare with the quality level
of Ford and Chrysler. In , miles, one set of struts, warranty covered, one transmission at 75,
warranty covered, one ABS pump warranty covered, one radiator, 3 sets of tires, 3 batteries, 1
set of rear shocks,cassette player plays only the right channel, rear window wiper does not
work, 1 set of new wires plus routine maintenance. Nonetheless our 96 Honda Accord Wagon
has 55, miles with only rountine maintenance. The 87 Toyota Corrola went 93, miles on routine
maintenance with no brake problems as long as you used Toyota parts,a timing chain and a
battery. The 79 Toyota Corrolla wagon went , miles on routine maintenance, 1 battery at , and 1
starter replacement. Needless to say as we begin the search for a replacement for the 91
Caravan it warms my heart to see Toyota and Honda finally have viable alternatives to the
Chrysler products. November I have a 89 grand voyager with 4 speed automatic and , miles with
no trouble. I drive very fast 80 mph , tow small trailers not at the same time, the trailer couln't
take it , go offroad hunting, and haul tons on kids and other crap. My family has had over 6
chrysler minivans and 1 has had the transmission problem. Even the dipsitck and the Chilton's
manual say Dextron, they are wrong. My van has started to smoke a little and now I am
considering rebuilding the heads. I just can't bring myself to mess with a otherwise good thing.
I always get over 20 mpg, I love my van, and I may own many other cars in my life but will
always have a Chrysler minivan to cover all the other's shortcomings! The dipstick dictates the
wrong fluid? DC Can't even manage to get the fluid recommendation right on their own dipstick.
On second thought, it is a Chrysler product. I believe it! It is a confusing, tough decision to
make when deciding on purchasing a new minivan. Big money investment! I used to until
recently sell GM products and after the bad comments from owners on the GM minivans, I
wouldn't want one. The quality control is the pits and long term problem-free durability is
looking very unlikely. I've always had good luck with the Chrysler products I've owned including
a Voyager. The van finally was sold at around , miles when it started to "nickel and dime" me
which may have been in part due to greedy and B. I don't know I'm mechanically inept. So now
I'm looking at a Dodge Caravan Sport. Checked out the Toyota Sienna and didn't like the blind
spot on the C-pillar, and seating position wase not as comfortable as in the Dodge. Price on the
Toyota is sticker or more. The Honda Odyssey is a nice van But the radio is worse than my
Metro's and the local Honda crook I mean Dealer And that's on a used "demo" model! The
Mazda is too small and too underpowered. The Nissan Quest is nice, but crash tests are horrid,
back seat can't be taken out, and kinda expensive for an overall mediocre van. Ford Windstar
was a nice ride, but for me personally, the seat cushion was too long and hit me in the back of
my knee And so I am back to the Dodge. Good discounts allow for me to dip into my pocket and
purchase the extended warranty a good bet with the reputation of these vans. Still don't think
any van on the market is worth the price they are sold for, but what can the consumer do?
Thought about a used van, but with the low interest rates on the new models, it's actually less
costly per month to buy new. Also have the new car warranty so you're not paying car
payments AND repairs. Anyone have any comments on the Caravan Sport with the heavy-duty
suspension. Good, bad or ugly responses appreciated. I'm interested in the short-wheelbased
model, not the grand, which according to Consumers Reports has a better repair record and is
Recommended. Personally, I wouldn't touch any DC product with an extremely long pole even
with a Hungarian. Experiences of friends, comments of mechanics whom I trust and reading
here was more than enough for me! Remember, even if all of your problems are covered under
the extended warranty. What is your time and aggrivation worth? Time spent at the service dept,
time spent stranded on the road, etc. Suggest you check out the "Honda Odyssey Prices Paid"
topic for recommendations of dealers and stratigies for findig one. The only US vehicle I've ever
owned is my current '93 Caravan 80, miles, most frustrating vehicle I've ever owned--typical
trans. I also own a 90 Nissan Maxima , miles routine maintenance and 1 rusted exhaust pipe at ,
miles. What is so interesting is how people accept their fate as a chrysler product owner saying

things like "I've only had 1 transmission problem and it was fixed under extended warranty--I
like my car". I understand where you're coming from concerning the problems that seem to
occur on the Chrysler vans. I've talked to owners of these vans and, even with some repairs
under their belts, are overall very pleased with the vans. Loved the doggone thing! So, I got rid
of the ol' gal. But boy did I love that van. I dunno I know, doesn't make sense when all those
statistically reliable Toyotas and Hondas are cruisin' down the street. For a difference of about 6
or 7 thousand from the Honda, I'd rather put the savings in the bank and put that towards a new
van when my old Dodge finally bites the dust. It's like anything else I guess, when emotions set
in, reasoning goes out the window. And those dang Caravan Sports are just soooo cute! Also, I
had purchased a brandy new Honda Civic wagon back in ' My experience with the Honda was
awful. It died in my garage and had to be towed. It rattled and clunked within a year's time like it
was 10 years old. The The engine performance and power dropped dramatically after about a
year old and the parts and repair bills were astronomical. I traded it in in '87 for a new Dodge
Shadow ES turbo. Never had the Dodge back to the dealer for anything! Run like a dream until
some moron rammed into the back of me and crushed the life outa the poor thing. But even
then, I walked away from the accident angry, a sore neck, but without a scratch after being hit at
45 mph by a Pontiac So, even with Honda's good record and lots of personal testimonies as to
the greatness of these cars I still say it's a gamble. I had a '91 Metro Go figure. All the extras on
it. Brand new. At 42, miles the transmission goes out on it as I am coming home from a
business trip. Towed to the dealership - for a new transmission. Van was exactly 1 year old. I
was told from the dealership that I should have taken out the extended warranty. A van of this
type should last well over , miles if maintained correctly. I can't wait for my Honda Odyssey to
come in. I hope to have better luck with that van. I will pay more for a reliable product. I hope the
Honda Odyssey is as reliable as has been written about. I will let you know within a year. I put
over 40, miles on my vehicle each year. They may look nice, but having a nice looking vehicle
on the side of the road with the hood up - waiting for a tow truck is not my idea of fun. More
than likely, they will tell you about their problems with them - especially the transmissions, and
what number they are on. I understand your aggrivation with the tranny on your DC van. I've
read that around 40, miles the transmissions 4-spd goes kapput. Not good, but it does point out
that spending the extra couple bucks for an extended warranty is wise. As for Honda Odyssey
I've read a suprisingly substantial number of complaints on this van as well. The only van that
seems to be very dependable is the Toyota Sienna. It is also very expensive with no discounts
at least at my local Toyota dealer and I've seen some "off-lease" and used Sienna's that seem to
be falling apart. Similar Chrysler vans seem to take the abuse in stride except for that blasted
transmission thing. Reading all this only confirms my opinion that probably the Caravan will be
my next vehicle. But I will check out some Toyota dealers in "the big city" first just to see if
there are any negotiations and try the van with the power seats. Let me be certain I understand.
You know the caravan transmission is junk, but you plan to buy one anyhow??? Complete
failure is "that transmission thing"? You know that Dodge has a transmission problem, but you
plan on buying one anyway. No wonder they haven't fixed the problem. You keep buying them,
and pay for the new transmissions, or the extended warranty. Who are the idiots? Not Chrysler,
if you keep letting them get away with this. We are very worried about the fuel smell in our 93
Grand Caravan. At first, the dealer said it was due to cracks in the gas filler tube. That has been
replaced, the gas cap has been replaced, the problem has returned, and the dealer has no idea
as to the cause. Has anyone else had this problem? You've got to look at the whole equation
before determining your decision. Yes, the transmissions have a reputation for problems
although I've read quite a few comments and spoke to people who've never had a problem. But
it is still more cost effective to get the extended warranty and buy the DC van, than pay sticker
plus for a Toyota or Honda and still run the risk for repairs that will, on average, cost more than
the Chrysler. It's a risk. Yes, Chrysler should re-do those transmissions if the problems are this
widespread. But for the six or seven grand difference between a Caravan and Oddey, that's
gotta make you go "hmmmm. The possibility of being stranded on the road make me go
hmmmmm. You need to determine how much you're willing to pay for reliability over the time
you intend to keep the van. For me, I'd pay more up front in order to get a van that will likely go ,
miles. I have one of the first new style DC minivans. Have I had problems? Has it been worth it?
I got lucky on the tranny. I saw a oil leak at 32K, and they rebuilt the whole thing I didn't know
about the tranny history then. I now have 72K on it, it's paid for, and I plan on keeping it till it
dies for good. It still meets everyone of my families needs, which the other vans couldn't meet
back when I needed to buy one. Would I buy another??? Can you say "the Odyssey can!
Jhconcord, these problems can be difficult to pinpoint. I don't know how they can be
diagnosed, but I know some common things to check. If there is a pinhole leak, the gas
evaporates before forming droplets which would be easier to find. It doesn't have all the options

that my family uses every day. I'm no math major, but when I factor my avg. Looks better too.
Oh, did I mention that the Odyssey would cost more for plates each year! MI bases plates on
sticker price. When I lived in VA, I was paying 3. What's 3. VA is eliminating its personal
property tax for vehicles over 20k. Big difference! I tested the normal and firm ride suspensions
and for the nominal additional cost, the firm ride suspension gives much better handling, a
smooth ride and minimal lean on corners. This option is one of the lowest cost ones you can
purchase and will be felt each time you drive. By the way, I have 7, miles and the van is perfect
so far. My brother-in-law had to go out and buy a regular child car seat because his 2 year old
son kept getting out of his integrated Chrylser car seat. Hasn't had that problem with the new
child seat. My comment about the Odyssey had nothing to do with price or features. I was
responding to the following comment from you: "Yes! With all the problem I hear about DC
transmissions, isn't there someplace where objective data can be found? I tried to find it but
came up empty. There is a big difference between 1 in 10 and 1 in DC's having transmission
problems no consolation if you're the lucky 1. If 1 in 10, no way. The problem is that the one
who has the most accurate data is Daimler Chrysler. Good luck on getting it from them!
Everything else is anecdotal. Sorry for discussing a old topic, but I thought I would give my
experiences with the Transmission on the Dodge Caravan. I own a Dodge Grand Caravan ES
and it had miles on it and on my vacation it went into limp mode while I was passing going 75
mph. I immediately signed up for an extended warranty so that this would be covered for the
rest of my vacation. I sent a letter to Dailmer-Chryler Customer Service complaining that a
transmission should not go out once the warranty expires. They saw that I purchased the
extended warranty after the fact and said that showed confidence in Chrylser products and that
they would refund the transmission cost minus the deductible from the warranty. So write your
complaints down and send it to Daimler-C and see what they say. But I will not buy another DC
when I exhaust this one! New car edition of consumer reports is out Dodge Grand Caravan is
now on the "recommended" list--CR says the reliability has improved Oddly enough the title
does not read "Would Odyssey owners please come here to bash Dodge Caravans? Torgo
Posts: 1. I have a 98 GC ES that loses speed going up hill. Mine seems to work fine on the first
hill, but somehow can't handle going down a hill and then back up. Complained about it when I
first noticed it, but figured that dealership wouldn't find anything wrong. Now I try to use the
cruise control only when on relatively flat road. Lowers frustration level. I would love to see a
technical service bulletin on the subject. December I have a 93 with cruise. I recently bought a
99 with the 3. The 3. I did notice that I could usually hold speed without it shifting down by
taking it out of cruise and running the gas myself. Maybe I saw the hills coming and anticipated.
Edmunds has the most car problems I have seen. If enough people post their problem on this
site. They will surely do something about your problem. If warranted, the manufacturer is asked
to conduct a recall. If the manufacturer does not initiate a recall, the government can order the
manufacturer to do a recall. We do not have to receive a set number of reports before we look
into a problem. We gather all available information on a problem. Your report is important to us.
We are in the market for a Caravan and we can't decide on the 4 or 6 cylinder engine. We test
drove both and didn't notice much of a difference except the 4 cyl. Can anyone offer any insight
or guidance. I always regretted not getting a V6 in my Camry for two reasons. First is that the
cruise control lags a bit then has to down shift at the slightest up grade. Second is a little extra
power is just what's needed to get you out of trouble some times. A friend owns a 4 cylinder
Voyager. He describes it as a dog, that is, seriously underpowered. Another point about buying
the 4 cylinder This may lower the resale value of the 4 cyl. Go with the 6 cyl. A 4 Cyl is to small
for a van. The fuel mileage will not be much less with the 6 but the performance is night and
day. A classmate of mine works for a company that tests vans for Chrysler. I don't know if other
makes have similar problems. These guys must catch most problems, because I don't see
people here posting about front end problems in general with their vans. We are going to
purchase a minivan. Can someone tell me which is the most reliable american make van. Any
feedback would be appreciated. In March '98 we dumped a very tranny-troubled '93 Aerostar
and opted for a 5 year lease on an upgraded '98 Grand Caravan SE with the 3. Other than the
normal maintenance items we have returned the vehicle to the Dealer for the following
extraneous issues: - Miles: One side of the metal strap that holds the gas tank to frame
re-bolted. Actually it was never originally bolted due to the bolt hole not being properly
threaded. Found out the hard way when we heard strange metal scraping noises as if bottoming
out through minor dips in the road. I'm hoping it's not one of those tire issues I read about in
other posts. Hope this isn't a prelude to the notorious Transmission problems I've read in this
and similar Chrysler related posts. I thought it was just Ford Aerostars that had the tranny
problems!?! Solenoid' repaired The only other intermittent issues we have noticed are: - Kind of
a shimmy at various speeds. Tends to be the combination of turning the wheel when the

front-end is descending down a surface like the sidewalk portion of a driveway. Other than that
we have been very happy with all aspects of this vehicle - power, comfort, roominess, etc. I do
have to admit I'm impressed with the new Honda Odyssey and actually tried to trade-in the GC
for one in a package deal with our CR-V purchase, but we were still 'upside-down' on it's lease.
Depends on what's on the market. The ex got the '88 which ran great. BTW, it got a new tranny
at 90k and the paint was beginning to peel. Now the tranny on my '94 is going out. It's at the ford
dealer right now while I'm test driving a '98 Windstar but the problems posted about Windstar's
on the Ford Town Hall seem to outnumber the DC problems many times over. I read an article
on-line about an attorney that's going to file a class action lawsuit against DC for the trans
problem. He's sending me the info but I can't wait for the help, if it ever comes, from a lawsuit.
This Windstar seemed like a good deal but now I'm not so sure I shouldn't just replace the
tranny on the GC and go on. Why are you limiting the field to American vans? I've got a DC
Sport 3. My wife will back it out of the garage onto the driveway and then shift to D to pull out
our circular driveway. The van will just rev, then she will try reverse again again it still revs she
will then coast backward into the street and shift to D again and really rev it up and then it will
finally engage. Our driveway is on a slight incline 2 foot rise over feet so its not steep. If anyone
has experienced this and knows which Technical Service Bulletin to suggest I would appreciate
some help. It goes in to the shop next Monday for a recall and I want them to see what they can
do for the intermittent problem. I still love the rig I just wish a diagnostic code would
accompany the problem tranny. Mark H. I'm currently considering the warranty from
WarrantyGold the one from internet for my 98 Dodge Caravan. It seemed that they offer cheaper
price than the Chrysler. Does anybody has experience on this? How good it is? And is it worth
to buy? Many thanks! Sign In or Register to comment. The Chrysler minivans are a series of
minivans that have been produced and marketed by the American automaker Chrysler. In
production since the model year , Chrysler has produced six distinct generations of minivans;
at various stages of their production, Chrysler minivans have been marketed worldwide,
primarily in North America and Europe. Initially introduced as the Dodge Caravan and Plymouth
Voyager, the Chrysler minivans have been marketed under a variety of nameplates under
Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, and Ram brands; through the use of rebadging , Chrysler minivans
have also been marketed under the Lancia and Volkswagen brands. For the European market,
exports were largely supplemented by the Eurostar joint-venture factory in Graz, Austria from to
The S platform was not a modified variant of the Chrysler K platform , although the engines and
transmissions used the K-car running gear. Chrysler manufactured the Generation I minivans,
internally codenamed T during development from October until Design specifications were
chosen in and were evolutionary. This was the last K-based version of the S platform, as the NS
platform switched to a new cab forward design. Its cab forward design was defined by
September 23, , and inspired by the Chrysler EPIC concept minivan, designed in-house by Julie
Dolan in mid Final exterior designs were development program approved in May and frozen for
scheduled late production that same month. The first NS prototypes were built in November and
presented on November 24, , to Chrysler executive management. The "Reinventing Chrysler"
documentary, provided footage of the NS design process in the spring of The fifth-generation
Chrysler minivans were introduced at the North American International Auto Show for the model
year, marking the debut of the RT platform. The export-market Chrysler Grand Voyager made its
return; following the acquisition of Chrysler by Fiat, the model line was also marketed as a
Lancia Voyager outside North America. The first Chrysler minivans to be powered exclusively
by V6 engines in North America , the RT platform marked the introduction of a 4. For , the 3. In
Europe, the Voyager was powered by a 2. Marketed by Volkswagen exclusively in the North
American market, the Routan featured revised interior and exterior styling as well as different
equipment content from the Chrysler vans. Production of the Routan was discontinued in On
February 28, , Fiat Chrysler Automobiles announced the discontinuation of the Dodge Grand
Caravan, the last RT nameplate in production; production of the minivan was scheduled to
conclude in late May but has since been delayed to mid-July. For the model year, Chrysler
reintroduced the Voyager nameplate last seen in for the United States. Adopting the lower two
trim levels of the Pacifica, the Voyager also introduces a trim level specifically for fleet sale. For
the model year, Chrysler announced that the lower two trim levels of Pacifica, sold as the
Voyager in the United States, will be sold under the Grand Caravan nameplate in Canada. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the aircraft, see Cessna Caravan. Motor vehicle platform.
Minivan Cargo van. Main article: Chrysler minivans S. Motor vehicle. Main article: Chrysler
minivan AS. Main article: Chrysler minivans NS. Main article: Chrysler Pacifica minivan. This
section is empty. You can help by adding to it. February Archived from the original on January
9, Motor 1. Retrieved February 21, Hyde â€” Google Books. Retrieved September 3, Car and
Driver. Retrieved March 1, Windsor Star. Retrieved May 12, Retrieved June 27, Retrieved June 7,

Retrieved July 16, Categories : Chrysler platforms. Hidden categories: Use mdy dates from July
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles to be
expanded from February All articles to be expanded Articles with empty sections from February
All articles with empty sections Articles using small message boxes. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Chrysler Pacifica crossover. Chrysler Pacifica minivan.
Automotive Forums. Does anyone know how to check the transmission fluid on a Dodge Grand
Caravan Crew? There is no dipstick, but a tube where one should go. The tranny is completely
sealed and only the dealership can check the fluid. They have a tool that they check it with. At
first I was worried that I could not keep an eye on the fluid level and color, but Even on my van
the only time it was checked was when I got an oil change. Tranny fluid is not something that
needs to be checked daily like your oil and water. I put about , miles on my and only had the
tranny fluid changed 2 times. Never had a problem. I used it and my as a taxi. The Grand
Caravan is a good sturdy van Thank you Taxiracer88 for your reply. Bought my new and the
trans has been a problem from the start. Then had to have a head replaced at 8, because of a
faulty valve seat. Bought the van new so I would not have any of these problems. I must be
blessed! I used to be a mechanic at a dealership and know how things go. Want to check the
trans fluid myself. The dipstick tube is there, just no dipstick. I'm sure there is a procedure like
get trans up to a certain temp, then stop left foot twice, etc. It can't be that hard. Noticed now my
trans pan seal is leaking. I'm fresh out of warranty, so goin to replace the pan gasket myself.
Just need fluid install procedure. If I find how to do it, I will post back. It can't be that hard You
will need a dipstick many people have made their own and you need to know the transmission
fluid temperature to get an accurate reading If your van has an EVIC the transmission
temperature may be available there. Your van has the 62TE transmission. Thank you Georgef61!
Just what the Dr. Will check tonight to see if it includes Trans Temp. I will order the dipstick!
This forum is priceless!!!!! Bought a dipstick from carparts. Works great! Came with
instructions and charts! My EVIC does not show trans temp. Is there any special procedure on
EVIC to show trans temp? I just let it run for 15 minutes and checked the fluid. Is there any
special procedure on EVIC to show trans temp?.. I think I may have been mistaken about the
EVIC showing the transmission temperature on these vans, I checked through the owners
manual and could not find any reference to it. I think I was confusing it with the Jeeps, that do
have that feature. You might want to check out the links in my post above dated for some
reason it didn't show up until today , there may be some useful information there. Thank you
George61! Just read your other posts. The EVIC must not display the trans temp. Think I will go
with driving it for 15 minutes, then check the fluid! Forum Chrysler Minivan. Unfortunately, we
cannot detect RSS feed on this website, but you may observe related news or Forum. It is
generally safe for browsing, so you may click any item to proceed to the site. Leaving this
message in an appropriate Chrysler Minivan Fan Club Forum, as we are seniors having a
terrible time Throughout nearly every decade of its ninety-year history, the company has looked
death in the eye, rebounded to prosperity, then faced sharp Join now! Hi everybody, Yesterday
my wife complained that the gauges on the dashboard are suddenly shooting up and down like
crazy, and also all the indicator lights, abs, coolant, door indicators, etc. Listen to Radio and
watch DVD at the same time. I have tried everything I know to try and have searched the web to
figure out if there is a way that we can listen to the radio while someone in the back is watching
a DVD? The system automatically p Feedreader Observe. News Company. News, stories and
media buzz related to Forum Chrysler Minivan. Subscribe to related news. Mitsubishi Motors
corporation and Automotives via mechgin. Every car you can buy this year from the Detroit
Auto Show via nexttac. You may also like. Listen to Radio and watch DVD at the same time I
have tried everything I know to try and have searched the web to figure out if there is a way that
we can listen to the radio while someone in the back is watching a DVD? Some worthy website
to observe next. Website parameters. Good Child safety. Good Trust. Good Privacy. Audience
origins. Follow FeedReaderOn. Follow our RSS feed. News Company Removal request. The
Chrysler Pacifica offers over standard and available safety and security features like parking
assistance, lane safety and automatic safety features so you can have peace of mind with you
on every drive. Touting an impressive 82 MPGe and mile electric range combined with an
outstanding total driving range of miles , the Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid seamlessly switches
between electric and gas, delivering ultimate fuel efficiency so you never have to compromise.
This feature is not available while vehicle is in motion. Personalize your connection with
widgets and store up to five unique user profiles, get five times faster performance with
over-the-air updates, plus the ability to connect two smartphones simultaneously. Offering a
new sculpted body and unique redesigned front fascia, two new integrated consoles, plus six
new wheel designs, the Chrysler Pacifica offers an elevated and fresh look to please all

passengers. New exterior styling with standard LED headlamps plus available hands-free
power-sliding doors and a hands-free power liftgate offers the best of both worlds in design and
family-friendly functionality. Designed with new front and rear fascias, the Chrysler Pacifica now
offers a more sculpted and athletic look to impress. Become the envy of the neighborhood with
the available S Appearance Package and cruise in style with new inch or available inch
foreshadow wheels. Load up with ease. Designed to impress, the new Chrysler Pacifica
Pinnacle offers the most luxurious Interior in its class. Appealing, soft-to-the-touch available
quilted Nappa leather-trimmed seats with second-row lumbar support pillows offer supreme
style and comfort to all of your passengers. Enjoy increased capacity and convenience with the
new Integrated Ultra Center Console in the Pinnacle, featuring both covered and pass-through
storage. The Integrated Premium Center Console comes standard on the Limited model and
offers a safe and secure space to keep your valuables hidden from plain sight. Both new
consoles offer a convenient and wireless charger for your smartphone device. The Pinnacle
model's new caramel contrast stitching, satin chrom
fuel pump wireing
acura long life antifreezecoolant type 2
2001 jeep grand cherokee laredo owners manual
e accents and wood grain bezels offer a refined and elevated sense of style that will never go
unnoticed. Available on all Chrysler Pacifica models outside the Pinnacle, the S Appearance
Package comes dressed to impress with exclusive black interior and black exterior accents
throughout. Skip to main content. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation.
Previous view. When the system detects a vehicle entering one of your blind spot zones it will
alert you by lighting an icon in the corresponding exterior mirror. Next view. Actual mileage may
vary. Sign up to receive all the latest Chrysler Pacifica news and happenings. Find Your
Country. Site Map. Contact Us. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to
the base model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown.
Pricing and offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see
your dealer. Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to

